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One hundred years ago there were books written which using the

title the Divinity of Christ. There was much discussion to prove the divinity

of Christ. Then the unbleiavars began to say that they believed in the

divinity of Christ, and then when they were alone they say certainly he's

divine, there's a spark of divinity in all of us Thus the derm. divinity

ceased to have any significance in Christian taaching.Christians then stopped.

using the term divinity and began to use the term deity meaning not simply

that there is divine in Christ as the moarnists would say there is in every

one, but that Christ is actually God Himself, and so today we no longer speak

of the divinity of Christ, but we speak of the deity of Christ.

The question might have been asked 200 years ago, Do you believe in the

inspiration of the Bible? The unbeliever would say, Of course not. Then the un-

believers began to say, Yes, I believe the Bible is inspiraed just as Homer and

Tennyson are inspired. As great poetry is inspired. So Christians began to

speak of verbal inspiration. Christians began to say the Bible is infallible

Today there are those who say, Certainly I believe the Bible is in

fallible when - that is to say it will not fail of its purpose. Its purpose

is to give us spiritual lessons. We can get spiritual lessons from the Bible,

but when it speaks about science or history we cannot trust it because they

are not part of its purpose. Twenty years ago the word inerrancy was hardly

used. I looked thorugh several large tomes on thsol'ogy. I looked in the

index published a few years ago, and could not find the word inerrancy at all.

I read the discussion in some of them or. the truth of the Bible and the word

inerrancy was not even used. Today it is necessary to take a different word

in order to meet an a different approach of the enemy's assault. Now this

is the point where the battle is. Those who now say they accept the Bible but

do not believe it is inerrant are allowed to come into newly formed Christian

institutions that have been established within the last 50 years after most
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